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Abstract Climate models suggest that anthropogenic aerosol‐induced drying dominates the historical
rainfall changes over the heavily populated South Asian monsoon region. The regional response depends
on both the aerosol fast radiative effect and the slow process through sea surface temperature (SST)
cooling. Two atmospheric general circulationmodels, NCAR‐CAM5 and GFDL‐AM3, are used to investigate
the monsoon response to prescribed aerosol‐forced SSTs. The total SST is separated into uniform cooling and
a spatially varying component characterized by interhemispheric asymmetry. The monsoon rainfall is
predominantly controlled by the nonuniform SSTs, in the local Indian Ocean, South, and East China Seas
(IO‐CSs). The reduced meridional SST gradient in the IO‐CSs leads to weakened monsoon circulation,
which drives a north‐south dipole rainfall change. The latitudinal location of the dipole shows model
dependence due to differences in local SSTs and their meridional gradient, which determines the latitudinal
location of the meridional overturning circulation responses.
Plain Language Summary South Asian monsoon rainfall is an important part of the region's
economy as it affects the agriculture and water supply in this densely populated region. Anomalously
weak monsoon rainfall can lead to catastrophic crop failures and famine. Recent increases in aerosol
emission not only caused severe air pollution problems in the region, but also led to monsoon circulation
and rainfall changes. Previous studies have shown that aerosols can lead to drying in a region due to
interaction with radiation and clouds. Additionally, the northern hemisphere centric aerosol emission led
sea surface temperatures to cool more in northern than southern hemispheres. This sea surface temperature
mediated responses to aerosol can play an important role in the South Asian monsoon response to
aerosols. In this study, we demonstrate that this effect is mainly through the north‐south temperature
gradient in the Indian Ocean, South, and East China Seas, which leads to atmospheric circulation that
weakens the monsoon overturning and drying in South Asia. However, the exact latitudes of this drying tend
to be highly model‐dependent due to different sea surface temperatures in the local ocean basins.
1. Introduction
As the two most important anthropogenic forcing agents, greenhouse gases (GHGs) and aerosols often lead to
distinctly different changes in the climate system. The opposing radiative forcing as well as the contrasting
effects on the surface temperature results in different responses in atmospheric circulation and global and regio-
nal hydroclimate (e.g., Singh, 2016 ;Wang et al., 2016; Xie et al., 2013).Aerosols offset the globalwarming signal
imposed byGHGswhile inducing ahemispheric temperature contrast due to the spatial inhomogeneity of aero-
sol emissions over the globe (Bollasina et al., 2011; Lau & Kim, 2017; Li et al., 2018; Westervelt et al., 2017;
Westervelt et al., 2018). In the Asian monsoon region, in contrast to the surface temperature response which
is governed byGHGs, climatemodels suggest that historical rainfall changes are dominated by aerosol‐induced
drying trend in the twentieth century, as shown in Li et al. (2015) using Coupled Model Intercomparison
Project‐Phase 5 (CMIP5)models. However, the regional response of atmospheric circulation and rainfall to glo-
bal and regional anthropogenic aerosol forcing is not yet well understood and constrained, particularly for pro-
cesses related to ocean‐atmosphere interactions (Turner & Annamalai, 2012; Xie et al., 2015).
The climate response to external forcing agents involves two components on different time scales: (1) the fast
adjustment due to radiative effects as well as the influence on clouds and the land surface and (2) the slow
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response due to changes in sea surface temperature (SST) (Allen & Ingram, 2002; Andrews et al., 2009; He &
Soden, 2015; Liu et al., 2018; Samset et al., 2016). The fast adjustment of precipitation and atmospheric cir-
culation to GHG and aerosol forcing and the possible compensating effects between the fast and slow
responses have been investigated in many previous studies (e.g., Bony et al., 2013; Li et al., 2018; Li &
Ting, 2017; Liu et al., 2018; Richardson et al., 2016; Shaw & Voigt, 2015; Wang et al., 2019). The slow
response involving mediation through SSTs is also critically important for the atmospheric circulation and
rainfall response in the tropics (e.g., Ma & Xie, 2013; Chadwick et al., 2013). Compared to the relatively
homogeneous spatial distribution of well‐mixed long‐lived GHGs, aerosol radiative forcing concentrates
over the northern hemisphere continents and exhibits pronounced hemispheric asymmetry (Hill et al.,
2015; Shindell et al., 2013). On a global scale, the aerosol‐associated hemispheric difference of thermal for-
cing and meridional temperature gradient renders more northward energy transports and results in a south-
ward shift of the intertropical convergence zone (Allen, 2015; Kang et al., 2008; Ming & Ramaswamy, 2009,
2011; Seo et al., 2014; Westervelt et al., 2017).
Previous studies highlighted the importance of improving the understanding of the various physical path-
ways by which the external forcing agents impact atmospheric circulation and precipitation for better con-
straining uncertainties. In both CMIP3/5 models, the SST spatial pattern provides the largest source of
uncertainty and intermodel spread in precipitation and atmospheric circulation changes (Chen & Zhou,
2015; Kent et al., 2015; Ma & Xie, 2013). Moreover, while most studies address global‐scale slow response
in precipitation and circulation (e.g., He et al., 2014; Hill et al., 2015; Ma & Xie, 2013), fewer studies have
focused on regional and local scales, especially the heavily populated Asian monsoon region (Bollasina
et al., 2011; Chadwick et al., 2013; Ganguly et al., 2012; Kim et al., 2016; Li & Ting, 2015, 2017; Li et al.,
2018). For GHGs, Li and Ting (2017) showed that uniform SST warming induces a larger model spread in
summer monsoon rainfall and circulation response over land compared to the fast adjustment. For aerosols,
Li et al. (2018) suggested that while the fast adjustment dominates over eastern China and northern India,
the slow response is important in altering the meridional circulation over the oceanic regions. However,
Li et al. (2018) did not examine the mechanisms driving the SST‐related slow responses.
The motivation of this study is to gain a better mechanistic understanding of the slow responses of summer
monsoon circulation and rainfall to historical aerosol‐induced SST changes. The goal is to identify the rela-
tive importance of uniform versus spatially varying SST changes, and local versus remote SSTs in driving the
monsoon response. A suite of idealized experiments using two atmospheric general circulation models
(AGCMs) is designed to delineate the effects of different SST forcing on the South Asian summer monsoon,
as well as to determine the model dependence and uncertainty of the responses.
2. Methods
2.1. AGCMs
We use two AGCMs to perform idealized experiments: the National Center for Atmospheric Research
(NCAR) Community Atmosphere Model version 5.3 (CAM5) and the Geophysical Fluid Dynamics
Laboratory Atmospheric Model version 3 (GFDL‐AM3). CAM5 is the atmospheric component of the
Community Earth System Model (CESM) version 1.2.2.1 with 30 vertical levels, coupled to an interactive
land model (CLM4), with f19 (1.9° latitude × 2.5° longitude) horizontal resolution. GFDL‐AM3 is the atmo-
spheric component of the coupled climate model version 3 (GFDL‐CM3) with 48 vertical levels, coupled to
the land model LM3. For GFDL‐AM3, we use the C48 cubed‐sphere horizontal grid with six faces of 48 grid
cells along each edge (approximately a 2° × 2° resolution). Detailed descriptions of the two models including
the dynamical core and physical parameterizations can be found in Neale et al. (2012) for CAM5 and Donner
et al. (2011) for GFDL‐AM3.
2.2. Experimental Design
We design prescribed SST experiments to examine the influence of different SST forcing on monsoon changes.
For all experiments, aerosol emissions arefixed at year 1850 level, ensuring that the response is solely due to the
change in the imposed SSTs. We use climatological SST and sea ice concentration of 1951–2000 from the
HadISST data for the control experiment (SST_CTRL). We derive the total SST anomaly from the historical
aerosol‐only simulations of the respective fully coupled model (CESM‐CAM5 and GFDL‐CM3), calculated as
the difference between period 1981–2005 and 1861–1885. For both models, the ensemble mean of the three
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members of the aerosol‐only simulations is used. This total SST anomaly (SST_total) is added to the SST_CTRL
climatology.We then separate the total SST anomaly into two components: (1) the uniform cooling component
(SST_uni), calculated as the annualmean of the tropical oceans (30°S–30°N) from the total, and (2) the spatially
varying component, calculated as the difference between the total and the uniform cooling (SST_structure).
This decomposition method follows Ma and Xie et al. (2013) using CAM3 and Hill et al. (2015) using GFDL‐
AM2.1. Although such a decomposition enables us to disentangle the role of uniform and structured SST
changes, it does not necessarily separate the role of local from remote SST‐driven responses. Hence, an
additional experiment is conducted with the structured SSTA prescribed only in the Indian Ocean, South,
and East China Seas region (SST_structure_IO‐CSs, see supporting information Figure S1). All experiments
are run for 60 years after an initial 1‐year spin‐up.
Figures 1a and 1b present the total SST anomaly derived from the fully coupled models and used in the cor-
responding AGCM experiments for June, July, and August (JJA) average. The JJA SSTA averaged for the
Northern Hemisphere (NH), Southern Hemisphere (SH), and the tropics are also shown in Figure 1. The
spatial SST asymmetry between the NH and SH bears a close resemblance between the two models with
stronger cooling in the NH, especially over the midlatitude North Pacific. The spatial correlation between
the two SSTA patterns is 0.73. Although similar in spatial pattern, GFDL‐CM3 has a larger amplitude in
the historical period, with the tropical‐averaged (30°S to 30°N) SST changes of −0.71 K compared to
−0.40 K in CAM5. The north‐south interhemispheric SST difference is twice as strong in GFDL‐CM3 as com-
pared to CAM5 (−0.7 K versus −0.35 K). The hemispheric SST contrast is of comparable magnitude to the
uniform cooling in both models. Model experimental details are listed in Figure 1c as a reference.
2.3. Moisture Budget Analysis
We analyze the atmospheric moisture budget to quantify physical processes driving changes in precipitation,
following Li and Ting (2017), Li et al. (2018), and Seager and Henderson (2013). The moisture budget equa-
tion for steady state is as follows:











where P is precipitation, E is evaporation, g is the gravitational acceleration, ρw is the density of water, p is
Figure 1. June–August (JJA) global sea surface temperature anomalies (difference between 1981–2005 and 1861–1885) in
SST_total experiment of (a) CAM5 and (b) GFDL‐AM3. Units are in °K. (c) List of experiments performed in this study.
The numbers on the side of (a) and (b) represent Northern Hemisphere average (top), tropical (30°S–30°N) average
(middle), and Southern Hemisphere average (bottom) values of SST in the respective model.
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atmospheric pressure and ps surface pressure, u is the horizontal wind vector, q is specific humidity, and k is
the vertical level with a total of K (outputs for both models are interpolated to standard pressure levels, then
integrated from 1,000 to 200 hPa with a total K = 10 levels), p is the pressure thickness. Overbars represent
monthly mean values.
Using primes to denote departures from monthly means, the moisture flux convergence term can be sepa-













uk ′qk ′pk : (2)
The contribution of the transient eddy component is small over the monsoon region (Li et al., 2018), thus we
quantify the forced response using the mean MC term, and define
δ :ð Þ ¼ :ð ÞF− :ð ÞC (3)
to represent the difference between the forced (F) and control (C) experiments, where the second overbar
denotes the 60‐year mean. The change in the mean MC can be separated into a thermodynamic component
due to changes in moisture (δTH), and a dynamic component due to changes in atmospheric circulation
(δDY), as follows:
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3. Results
The climatological difference between the forced and control experiment quantifies the slow response to the
prescribed aerosol‐induced SSTs. We concentrate on South Asia and adjacent oceans where the slow
response over the Asian monsoon region is the most prominent (e.g., Li et al., 2018). Using the 60‐year
AGCM simulation, significant rainfall response above the atmospheric internal variability is detected. In
both models, the spatial distribution of summertime (JJA) rainfall to the aerosol‐induced total SST change
is characterized by a meridional dipole across the equator (boxed regions in Figures 2a and 2d). While a
strong similarity between the models is found in terms of the wetting tendency in the equatorial South
Indian Ocean between 40°E and 100°E, the location of the drying tendency differs: CAM5 simulates a
below‐normal rainfall over the Indian subcontinent, Bay of Bengal, and South China Sea between 10°N
and 25°N (Figure 2a), whereas GFDL‐AM3 projects drying over the equatorial IO between 5°S and 10°N,
with weak drying over the Indian subcontinent (Figure 2e). The results here are consistent with Li et al.
(2018), who suggested that the slow response to aerosol through SST cooling is a dipole with sinking motion
near the equator and rising motion over the Indian Ocean at about 10°S. Our results further suggest large
differences in the exact location of this dipole pattern across different models.
The rainfall response to the aerosol‐induced total SST is further divided into that due to uniform and spa-
tially structured SST changes in Figures 2b–2c and 2f–2g for each model. Even though the uniform SST cool-
ing is comparable in magnitude to the interhemispheric SST difference in both models (Figures 1a and 1b),
the rainfall responses are dominated by the asymmetric interhemispheric SST changes. Furthermore, the
rainfall responses to the global and local spatially structured SST are not significantly different
(Figures 2c, 2d and 2g, 2h), indicating the predominant role played by the local SST in shaping the slow
response of South Asian summer monsoon to aerosol forcing. A recent study (Wang et al., 2019) found that
the global zonal mean SST, which contains a strong north‐south gradient, is the dominant cause of the mon-
soon rainfall response, while the regional IO SST played a secondary role. The discrepancy between their
results and Figure 2 is mainly due to the inclusion of the South and East China Seas (CSs) SST in our local
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SST experiment. When CSs SST is excluded, the precipitation responses are similar in spatial pattern but
about half the magnitude as the one with CSs SST. The presence of the CSs SST cooling (see Figure S1) pro-
vides a local north‐south SST gradient, which may have dominated the response to global zonal‐mean SST
gradient in Wang et al. (2019).
We use atmospheric moisture budget analysis to determine the contribution of the thermodynamic and
dynamic processes to the monsoon rainfall changes. Figure 3 shows the precipitation (δP), evaporation
(δE), δ(P‐E), the total mean MC (δMC), as well as the associated thermodynamic (δTH) and dynamic
(δDY) contributions to the meridional rainfall dipole shown in Figures 2a and 2e (shown as the difference
between the averaged values in the green and red boxes). The spatial distributions of these moisture budget
terms are shown in Figures S2 and S3 for CAM5 and GFDL‐AM3, respectively. In the South Asian monsoon
region, the change in precipitation is balanced by the mean MC, with evaporation contributing little to the
balance and a minor role by the transient eddy MC (difference between total δMC and δ(P‐E)). As shown in
Figure 2, the dipole rainfall changes are predominantly driven by the spatially structured SST in both mod-
els. The uniform cooling contributes little to the total MC, and the dynamical and thermodynamical compo-
nents across both models. This contrasts with the uniform warming of GHG‐forced SST (e.g., Li & Ting,
2017) where the thermodynamic contribution due to uniform warming to increasing monsoon rainfall is
an important factor. The discrepancy may be due to the magnitude of
the warming (4 K in Li & Ting, 2017) being much stronger than the aero-
sol cooling here, and to a lesser extent the nonlinearity of the Clausius‐
Clapeyron relationship, where warming will cause more changes in atmo-
spheric moistening than the drying due to cooling. Taken all together, the
monsoon rainfall dipole is primarily driven by the spatially structured
SST, dominated by the dynamical changes due to atmospheric circulation.
Furthermore, this rainfall and circulation change is largely forced by the
spatially structured SST changes in the local ocean basins, i.e., IO‐CSs
(green bars).
To further examine the circulation changes, Figure 4 depicts the response
of JJA 850 hPa wind vectors to the various SST forcing for the two models.
Driven by the total SSTA, both models suggest an overall weakened cross‐
equatorial flow, thereby reducing the climatological moisture supply to
the south Asian region (Figures 4a and 4e) and subsequently reduction
in rainfall. Consistent with the rainfall changes shown in Figure 2, there
is a meridional shift in the monsoon circulation change, with CAM5
showing a further northward reduction of the monsoon flow opposing
Figure 2. Rainfall (in mm/day) responses from the AGCM experiments with the various SST configurations for CAM5 (top) and GFDL‐AM3 (bottom). (a, e) Total
aerosol‐forced SST, (b, f) uniform cooling part of the SST, (c, g) spatially nonuniform but global SST pattern, and (d, h) nonuniform SST pattern over the Indian
Ocean plus South and East China Seas (IO + CSs). Stippling indicates statistical significance at the 5% level using a two‐tailed Student's t test.
Figure 3. Difference between the green and red boxed regions (in mm/day)
for the AGCM's responses to different configurations of the SST (different
colors) for precipitation (δP), evaporation (δE), Precipitation minus eva-
poration (δ(P − E)), mean moisture convergence (δMC), thermodynamic
(δTH), and dynamic (δDY) component of the mean moisture convergence,
for (a) CAM5 and (b) GFDM‐AM3.
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directly the climatological winds, whereas GFDL‐AM3 shows a weaker and southward shifted reduction in
monsoon flow compared to the climatological winds. It is not clear whether the intermodel difference is
caused by differences in SST or monsoon climatology. We compared the 850 hPa winds and monsoon
rainfall in the control experiments to European Centre for Medium‐Range Weather Forecasts (ECMWF)
interim reanalysis (ERA‐I) winds and Global Precipitation Climatology Project (GPCP) and the Climate
Prediction Center Merged Analysis of Precipitation (CMAP) rainfall for the period from 1979 to 2018 in
Figure S4. Both models capture the gross features of the observed cross‐equatorial monsoon flows, but
monsoon rainfall shows substantial discrepancies between models and observations. The pattern
correlation with the GPCP (CMAP) rainfall over the domain 40–150°E, 20°S–35°N is 0.46 (0.54) for CAM5
and 0.57 (0.63) for GFDL‐AM3. However, the two models do not seem to be substantially different in
their ability to capture the observed climatological monsoon circulation and rainfall patterns.
The wind responses resulting from the uniform and structured SSTs are generally opposite to each other in
spatial pattern; the uniform SST cooling leads to a slightly enhanced cross‐equatorial flow (Figures 4b and
4f) while the structured SST produces a weakened monsoon flow (Figures 4c and 4g) as in the case with total
SST. The weakening is further reproduced by the local SST in IO‐CSs (Figures 4d and 4h). The slight
strengthening of monsoon circulation due to uniform SST cooling is in agreement with the thermodynamic
argument for uniform warming, in that the tropical circulation has to weaken to balance the faster increas-
ing rate of atmospheric water vapor (7% K−1) compared to precipitation (2–3% K−1) (Held & Soden, 2006).
The weakening of the monsoon circulation due to structured SST, particularly local SST, is consistent with
the energy transport argument. Due to the predominant cooling in the NH, the local meridional overturning
circulation, with rising branch in the monsoon region from equator to 30°N and sinking branch at 30°S (see
Figure 5 contours, also Figure S5), will weaken in order to reduce the energy transport from NH to SH to
offset the aerosol‐induced NH cooling. The Asian monsoon overturning circulation and its change are
shown in Figure 5, which are illustrated by the local zonal‐mean meridional mass streamfunction and rain-
fall averaged over 40–150°E. The results are insensitive to the exact longitudinal extent of the averaging.
While the two AGCMs are capable of reproducing the climatological cross‐equatorial cell featuring the
expansion of the summer monsoon circulation (Figure S5), the strength seems slightly stronger in both mod-
els than in observations. However, the vertical motion associated with the overturning indicates a well cap-
tured sinking branch at 30°S and a broad region of monsoon rising motion between equator and 30°N in
both models. The aerosol‐forced SST in both models tends to weaken the climatological cell. However, the
magnitude of the weakening differs, with a much stronger and northward located anomalous cell in
CAM5, versus a weaker and more confined reduction in GFDL‐AM3. To explore the causes of the different
magnitude and latitudinal locations of the two models' circulation responses, we conducted a sensitivity
experiment using CAM5 by prescribing GFDL‐CM3 IO‐CSs SSTA instead. The results are shown in the
Figure 4. AGCM's 850 hPa wind response in the various SST experiments for CAM5 (top) and GFDL‐AM3 (bottom). (a, e) Total aerosol‐forced SST, (b, f) uniform
cooling part of the SST, (c, g) spatially nonuniform but global SST pattern, and (d, h) nonuniform SST pattern over the Indian Ocean plus South and East China Seas.
Stippling indicates statistical significance at the 5% level using a two‐tailed Student's t test. Arrows show anomalous wind vectors and color shadings show
anomalous wind speed in m/s.
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middle panels of Figure S6 for precipitation, 850 hPa winds, and meridional mass streamfunction, along
with that from CAM5 with CAM5 SST (left) and GFDL‐AM3 with GFDL SST (right) for comparison.
Figure S6 clearly shows that the intermodel difference is caused by the different SSTA. Even though the
GFDL‐CM3 produces an aerosol‐forced SSTA that is stronger than the corresponding one in the CESM‐
CAM5, the monsoon response is actually weaker when forced by the stronger SST. Additional
experiments with zonally averaged SST in the IO‐CSs region showed that it is the location of the strong
meridional SST gradient that contributes more to the monsoon circulation response than the amplitude of
the SST. The CESM‐CAM5 SST (Figure S1a) place the largest SST gradient close to the equator, whereas
the largest SST gradient in GFDL‐CM3 is near 10°S, leading to the different monsoon circulation response
and associated precipitation.
4. Conclusions
Using two comprehensive AGCMs (CAM5 and GFDL‐AM3) with prescribed aerosol‐forced SSTs taken from
the corresponding coupled models, we have investigated the response of the Asian monsoon rainfall and cir-
culation to SSTA induced by anthropogenic aerosols. The total SST change is separated into a uniform cool-
ing and a spatially varying component characterized by interhemispheric temperature contrast. The
monsoon rainfall response is dominated by the spatially structured SSTA, especially local SSTA in the IO‐
CSs, via changes in atmospheric circulation. The weakened meridional temperature gradient due to north-
ern hemisphere centric anthropogenic aerosol forcing leads to weakened monsoon circulation, which drives
a dry north‐wet south dipole pattern in rainfall change. However, the two models show significant discre-
pancy in the latitudinal location of the northern drying center and the strength of the monsoon overturning
circulation change. These intermodel differences are further shown to be caused by the local SST differences
between the two models, particularly the latitudinal location of the SST gradient.
Our results are consistent with earlier studies (Li et al., 2018) that identify the fast and slow responses of
South Asianmonsoon to aerosol forcing as corresponding to a northern cell and a southern cell, respectively.
The southern cell due to the SST forcing places suppressed rainfall slightly north of the equator and
enhanced rainfall in the Indian Ocean at around 20°S. But this study further identifies the local SSTA, rather
than the global SST pattern induced by aerosol forcing, to be the primary driver of the slow monsoon
response to aerosols. Although the twomodels we employed showed discrepancies in the latitudinal location
and strength of the slow responses, the local SSTA as the primary cause of the monsoon slow response is
robust across the two models. CAM5 tends to favor a strong and northward shifted overturning monsoon
Figure 5. Climatology (contours) and anomalous (shading) meridional mass streamfunction (kg/s) computed for the zonal domain 40°E and 150°E, and longitud-
inally averaged rainfall anomaly (line plot, in mm/day) for the domain 40–150°E in different SST experiments for CAM5 (top) and GFDL‐AM3 (bottom). (a, e) Total
aerosol‐forced SST, (b, f) uniform cooling part of the SST, (c, g) spatially nonuniform but global SST pattern, and (d, h) nonuniform SST pattern over the Indian
Ocean plus South and East China Seas. Stippling indicates statistical significance at the 5% level using a two‐tailed Student's t test. Contour interval for the cli-
matological mass streamfunction is 10 × 1010 kg/s and dashed contours denote negative values (zero contours are omitted).
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cell and rainfall response that places suppressed rainfall over the South Asian region. GFDL‐AM3 produces a
stronger aerosol‐induced SST change overall, but a weaker rainfall response in South Asia due to the weaker
and southward shifted circulation response, due to the SST gradient being located further south of the rising
branch of the local Hadley cell. Our results suggest that model uncertainties in monsoon response to aerosol
may be more sensitive to the spatial structure of local SST change due to aerosol forcing.
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